WHEEL HUB REPAIR KITS

DuraGo Wheel Hub Repair Kits are engineered to offer the total solution for non-integral wheel hub and bearing repair. Our Wheel Hub Repair Kits include all of the components required to restore the wheel hub and bearing to optimum condition. Kits contain all the necessary parts for a complete repair with the simplicity of ordering a single part number.

MANUFACTURING

We have a rich 50 year history in manufacturing, importation and distribution of aftermarket automotive products, making us the professional's choice for quality, cataloging, profitability and first to market applications.

With attention to detail and outstanding quality, each DuraGo product is designed and engineered in conjunction with globally sourced manufacturing partners.

DuraGo hub assemblies go through a rigid quality control process that involves multiple tests during the manufacturing process and ongoing QC testing for bearing life, friction and torsion and salt and mud simulation testing.

Our dedication to high production standards results in the quality, safety and reliability your customers demand – at affordable prices.

ELECTRONIC CATALOGING

DuraGo has one of the most accurate and up-to-date brake shoe electronic cataloging system in the automotive aftermarket. With an in-house professional cataloging staff, every DuraGo part number is cataloged with photos to visually ensure the proper application.

Our online comprehensive cataloging system offers accurate and up-to-date product application information that you or your customers can access over the internet – which we update every 30 days.

DISTRIBUTION & CUSTOMER SERVICE

Distribution is a vital component of our satisfied customer base and overall success. We have distribution centers located in California and New Jersey. Our national distribution system gives us a distinct advantage – enabling us to consistently expedite prompt, cost-effective delivery.

DuraGo’s award-winning customer support and service offers you order confirmation within 24 hours, prompt order turn around and a consistently high rate of order fulfillment. We know what it's like running a business; therefore we strive to take the hassle out of running yours by making sure you get the parts you need when you need them.

ABOUT DuraGo®

Kits Include

- New Wheel Hub
- Wheel Bearing
- Wheel Studs*
- Snap ring*
- Axle nut*

* when applicable
Replacing worn hub assemblies with DuraGo Premium Hub Assemblies will reduce friction and improve fuel economy. We use the highest quality components to assemble each hub unit. Our Hub Assemblies are 100% tested to ensure each unit meets our high standards. All DuraGo Hub Assemblies are proudly manufactured to industry leading quality standards and meet ISO/TS 16949:2002.

**FEATURES**
- Over 98% of passenger car and light truck hub assembly sales are covered by the DuraGo Hub Assembly program
- Type 1, Type II and Type III Hub Assemblies
- Maintenance Free Unitized Design - Pre-Set, Pre-Greased and Pre-Sealed

**BENEFITS**
- Full application range for single supplier sourcing
- Comprehensive product line for ABS and Non-ABS vehicles
- Reduces friction and improves fuel economy
- Guarantees fit and function for maximum performance

Each Hub Assembly is individually heat treated utilizing the latest digital machinery. Frequency and current are closely monitored to ensure proper heat treatment. After the induction process, each unit is tempered to improve ductility and toughness and increase impact resistance.

Induction hardening is a surface heat treating process. Each forged hub assembly unit is heated by means of a high frequency electromagnetic field. The heated part is then quickly quenched to produce a hardened structure.

**HUB ASSEMBLY ANATOMY**

- **Forged Flange**: Provides precise vehicle fit
- **Precise ABS Signaling**: Ensures proper brake function
- **Multi-Lip Seals**: Provides water and debris contamination protection
- **Superior Bearing Design**: Ensures smooth vibration free operation
- **Induction Hardened Raceways**: Provides vibration free performance & durability
- **Studs designed to SAE/ASTM Standards**: Ensure quality and strength

DuraGo’s Quality Packaging

Sturdy packaging with thick layered stud protection to help prevent studs from penetrating the package during shipping.
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**HEAT TREATING - YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR!**

**ABS SENSOR WIRES**

ABS Sensor Wires are a major source of defects in hub units.
- DuraGo uses wires rated to a heat range of -40°F to 140°F.
- DuraGo rubberized ABS sensor wires are made in a multi-step process with an insulation material covering the wires and sealed sensor heads.

DuraGo rubberized ABS sensor wires are noticeably softer and more malleable than the competition.

Competitors sensor wires can crack and break due to extreme weather conditions.

DuraGo's Quality Packaging
Sturdy packaging with thick layered stud protection to help prevent studs from penetrating the package during shipping.
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